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• As an AML/KYC provider, in which areas do you maintain a competitive share and what trends may indicate future opportunity?

• As an AML/KYC user, which vendor is most used by your peers and most likely to meet your global market data/analysis needs?

• As an AML/KYC industry analyst, in which areas do your companies maintain a competitive share and what trends may indicate 

future opportunity?

Burton-Taylor, the world’s leading information, news and market data research and consulting firm, delivers a 38-page

analysis of AML/KYC Data & Information spend. The analysis is sufficiently detailed as to allow service providers and

buyers to compare the performance of AML/KYC data and information suppliers in recent years in a consistent manner to

assess relative growth rates, as well as changes in market share and shape over time. This is the first AML/KYC Data &

Information Global Share report published by Burton-Taylor and is a complementary report to the AML/KYC Provider Market

Analysis report. Both reports are successors to the Burton-Taylor Credit, Fraud, Risk & Compliance data and information

market size and share study published between 2014-16.

In 2018, global spend on AML/KYC Data & Information providers is projected to rise 18.3% to USD749.0m.

This report allows R&C Data & Information vendors to:

• Measure the penetration and growth of competitor services

• Evaluate the past success of company and competitor actions

• Isolate and target new and changing growth opportunities

This report allows AML/KYC Data solution users to:

• Determine the leading current, historical, regional and 

global share leaders 

• Target a market leading vendor appropriate to their needs

AML/KYC Data & Information Global Share 2018
Global Market Share 2014-18e, Key Competitors

Sample Findings

• Total market spend on AML/KYC Data & Information & Software is estimated to reach USD749.0m in 2018, up 18.3% from 2017.

• The largest supplier in the market is believed to be Refinitiv, followed by Dow Jones Risk & Compliance and LexisNexis Risk

Solutions.

• Vendors address different paths of the workflow and have varying degrees of backing and support from their various parent

companies, private equity or venture capital investors or private owners; several of the smaller providers have recently changed

hands and are expanding their offerings under their new ownership.

To subscribe to a Burton-Taylor research service please contact +1 646 201-4152.  To order this report online, please visit:  

https://burton-taylor.com/aml-kycreporthome2018/ and select the “Buy Report” button, on the right of the page.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

Details

Report includes:

• Five company “Market 

Sheets”, each showing 

estimated global share and 

regional distribution. 

• One company “Market 

Sheet” covering global 

share, estimated revenue, 

and regional distribution of 

eleven other AML/KYC 

providers.

• Five-year global market 

share, trend and growth 

data for the AML/KYC Data 

& Information market and 

for leading vendors within it.

• Timeline Charts displaying 

Notable M&A transactions 

and Private Equity funding 

rounds impacting the 

AML/KYC market.

• This report has a  

complimentary report, 

AML/KYC Market Analysis 

report, which includes 

detailed analysis on 

individual company market 

position. 

Report purchase includes:

• Report download in PDF 

format

Report price: USD4,500

+1 646 201-4152

orders@burton-taylor.com

www.burton-taylor.com

This report will benefit:

• Directors of Risk 

• Directors of Compliance 

• Financial Risk Managers 

• Regulatory Affairs Managers 

• Information Purchasing 

Managers 

• Market Data Managers 

• Researchers 

• Anti-Money Laundering Officers 

• Directors of Risk & Compliance 

• Risk & Compliance Product 

Managers

• Senior Managers of Information 

Companies 

• Directors of Risk & Compliance 

• Risk & Compliance Product 

Managers

https://burton-taylor.com/aml-kycreporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/product/anti-money-laundering-aml-know-your-customer-kyc-global-share-2018/
mailto:orders@burton-taylor.com
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
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AML/KYC Data & Information Global Share 2018
Global Market Share 2014-18e, Key Competitors

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

Details

Report prices:  see table at 

right for pricing options

+1 646 201-4152

orders@burton-taylor.com

www.burton-taylor.com

Important sharing details:

• Reports carry enterprise 

distribution rights WITHIN 

THE PURCHASING 

ORGANIZATION ONLY.

• Purchasers wishing to 

distribute extracts from the 

report externally to their 

customers or prospects, for 

marketing purposes, should 

contact questions@burton-

taylor.com for pricing. 

• Purchasers wishing to 

reprint or redistribute B-T 

reports or data in regulatory 

filings or other public 

venues, or to external 

parties such as investors 

and advisors, should 

contact questions@burton-

taylor.com for pricing. 

Company Market Sheet Sample Global Segment Mix Sample User Growth Trending Sample

Report Content Complete

• Five company “Market Sheets” showing AML/KYC share, spend, and regional distribution for Refinitiv, Dow Jones Risk 

& Compliance, LexisNexis Risk Solutions, Bureau van Dijk, and RDC, and one “Market Sheet” for eleven other 

AML/KYC providers listed below:

✓ included

• Arachnys

• Acuris Risk Intelligence

• Bloomberg

• ComplyAdvantage

• Dun & Bradstreet

• encompass corp

• Info4c

• Kompli-Global

• NominoData

• Opus Alacra Compliance

• smartKYC

• Two Timeline Charts displaying notable mergers & acquisitions transactions and private equity funding rounds that 

have shaped the industry landscape.

✓ included

• Five-year market share, trend data and growth charts plotting five-year CAGR versus Year-on-Year growth for selected 

leading companies

• Regional estimates of revenue for selected leading companies, within the Americas, EMEA and Asia

✓ included

• The data represented in the report is printed in the References section of the actual report. There is no separate 

spreadsheet delivered with this report.

✓ Included

• Report price – enterprise-wide sharing, within the purchasing organization (for pricing for an external distribution 

license, for distribution of extracts to customers and prospects for marketing purposes, contact questions@burton-

taylor.com)

USD4,500

mailto:orders@burton-taylor.com
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
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About the Author

Author Biography

Jennifer Milton Jennifer Milton is an analyst at Burton-Taylor International Consulting, a consulting organization created in 2006, that became the industry reference in the 

financial market data space, the media intelligence & PR space, and other important industry verticals.  B-T clients include the world’s leading information 

companies, the largest exchange groups, key government organizations and regulatory bodies, the largest advisory firms, and dozens of private equity and 

investment companies…all of which using Burton-Taylor data as foundation for their strategy.

Jennifer joined Burton-Taylor from the financial services industry where she previously worked for Bank of America Merrill Lynch and additional financial 

services firms.  Jennifer carries a BS in Finance from the College of Charleston.  

Chris Porter Chris Porter is founder and director of Porter Walford Consulting, a business consulting organization focused on Market Research, Market Size and Share 

and Competitor Analysis.

He has been working for Burton-Taylor International Consulting as an Associate since 2012 and leads the firm’s Media Intelligence practice.

He has also worked for Dow Jones, Factiva and Reuters, analyzing B2B and consumer information markets in the Americas, EMEA and Asia.  His areas of 

expertise include market data, PR and corporate communications and governance, risk and compliance (GRC).

Dr.  Porter entered the information & news space at Dow Jones publication The Wall Street Journal in 1989.  He has almost 30 years of experience in the 

business information industry, including a decade working in continental Europe for Dow Jones and Reuters as a journalist, product manager and local-

language content specialist.

He was a founding member of leading business information database Factiva and created the team which built the Factiva Intelligent Indexing taxonomy, 

which supports seamless searching across millions of documents in over 20 languages.  He also created a global consulting team for Factiva, focusing on 

content-related services including taxonomy and knowledge management.

Dr.  Porter has a working knowledge of several European languages and a doctorate in French.
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• This report carries distribution rights within only the purchasing organization.  Under a 

standard purchase, the purchaser may:
• Distribute the full text of the report and any accompanying materials to up to 5 individuals within the 

purchasing organization.

• Distribute limited extracts from the report, with due copyright attribution and noting of distribution 

restrictions, to senior management within the purchasing organization and/or within its immediate 

parent entity.

• The following usage rights are NOT permitted without prior written authorization of Burton-

Taylor International Consulting and payment of additional distribution fees as agreed from 

time to time:
• Enterprise-wide internal distribution of the report or any accompanying materials, in whole or in part.

• External publication or dissemination of the report or any accompanying materials, in whole or in 

part, in any form, including sharing of the report or any accompanying or extracted or derived 

material with any external advisors, potential investors, consultants or clients.

• To acquire enterprise, data sharing or external distribution rights to content in this report, 

please contact questions@burton-taylor.com.

• References to data in this report must be attributed to “Burton-Taylor International 

Consulting, a division of TP ICAP Americas Holdings Inc”.

Distribution Rights

mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
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Company Market Sheet – RDC
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Company Market Sheet – RDC, exit 2018e

• Revenue:  RDC 2018e AML/KYC revenue is estimated at 

USDxx.xm(e) per annum

• AML/KYC Databases & Feeds:  Proprietary databases of 

risk entities, +1.5 million PEP profiles, +700 sanctions, 

watch-lists, debarment, & law enforcement list

• Risk Screening: Via proprietary solutions or partners 

implementations  

• Due Diligence Research: 300 analysts 

• Adverse Media: 200,000 sources 

• Outsourcing: False positive review; due diligence reports

• Five-year CAGR:  xx.x% (includes acquisitions)

• YoY growth:  xx.x% 

*Only revenue attributed to Refinitiv AML/KYC data & information is included in this analysis.  Please see “References – Company Data Notes” for details.  

Sources:  Burton-Taylor proprietary data, primary research, vendor interviews, public record.  
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• RDC is expected to report xx.x% YoY growth, generating USDxx.xm(e) revenues in 2018e.  

• RDC covers over 700 lists, including international sanctions lists, securities exchange 

actions, fugitive lists, exclusions lists, fraud warnings, debarment lists, disciplinary actions, 

enforcement actions and law enforcement press.

RDC

$xx.xm(e)

x.x%e share

xx.x%

xx.x%

xx.x%

$xx.x $xx.x $xx.x $xx.x $xx.x

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018e
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• B-T expects the EMEA market will grow xx.x%e YoY in 2018e to USDxxx.xm(e), followed by 

the Americas up xx.x%e to USDxxx.xm(e) and Asia up xx.x%e to USDxx.xm(e).

• Refinitiv will have the largest share, though LN, DJ, RDC and BvD will all be sizeable.

Refinitiv

LexisNexis Risk Solutions

Dow Jones 

RDC

Bureau van Dijk

Other

Refinitiv

Bureau van Dijk

Dow Jones 

LexisNexis Risk Solutions

RDC

Other

Refinitiv

Dow Jones 

Bureau van Dijk

LexisNexis 

RDC

Other

AML/KYC Market – Share 2018e
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Global AML/KYC Data & Information Spend – By Vendor – forecast exit 2018
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See “References” section of this report for revenue details.
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• B-T projects Dow Jones to deliver the highest five-year CAGR (xx.x%e) and YoY growth 

(xx.x%e) of the larger players.  

• Smaller providers included in “Other”, such as info4c and Acuris are also growing rapidly.

AML/KYC Market – Company Growth 2018e

XXXXX, xx.x
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Global AML/KYC Data & Information Growth Rates – By Company – 2014-18e Trending

USDm

See “References” section of this report for revenue definitions.  
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• Burton-Taylor clients command an estimated 80% of global revenue share in the market 

data space and include the world’s largest Exchange groups, key government 

organizations and regulatory bodies on multiple continents, five of the six largest advisory 

firms serving the industry, and more than 30 of the most active private equity and 

investment companies around the world…all of which using Burton-Taylor data as their 

industry benchmark. 

• While accomplished in the Americas, Europe and Asia, and with a strategic approach that 

remains generalist, B-T has developed substantial expertise in the global information, 

insurance, financial services and software industries, with deep focus in North America, 

China, India and Asia.

• B-T’s Hourglass AnalysisTM process provides a proven, structured yet customizable, 

business consulting approach that helps companies clearly target new opportunities, 

define new strategy, and plan new actions to maximize growth.

• B-T completes custom research, varying in size from small single product or market detail 

reports to large global industry and competitor sizing and profiles.

• To learn more about how Burton-Taylor International Consulting can help your company 

improve performance through improved Market Intelligence, Strategic Planning and 

Revenue Generation activities, please call +1 646 201-4152, email:  questions@burton-

taylor.com or visit www.burton-taylor.com.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

http://www.burton-taylor.com/consulting/what-we-do-full.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-market-intelligence.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-strategic-planning.html
http://www.burton-taylor.com/services-revenue-generation.html
mailto:questions@burton-taylor.com
http://www.burton-taylor.com/
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• The following companies have purchased services or reports from Burton-Taylor International Consulting:
• 3i Private Equity

• AT Kearney

• AdmitOne Security

• Advent International

• Agility PR Solutions

• Agência Estado

• AllianceBernstein

• Altman Vilandrie & Co.

• APAX Partners

• Ardian

• Argus Group

• Argus Media

• ARIX Business Intelligence GmbH

• Asset Control

• Australian Associated Press

• Autonomous Research

• Banca D’Italia

• Bain Capital

• Bain & Company

• Bank of America Merrill Lynch

• Baseline Management

• Battery Ventures

• Berenberg

• BGC Partners

• Boston Consulting Group (BCG)

• Brown Brothers Harriman

• Bureau van Dijk

• Camgian

• Capco

• Capital Group

• CapitalIQ

• CapMan

• Cboe

• ChinaScope

• Cision

• CITIC

• CME Group

• Cornerstone Partners

• Credit Agricole

• Credit-Suisse

• Dalian CE

• Dealogic

• DelphX

• Deloitte

• Department of the Treasury, US Government

• Deutsche Bank

• Deutsche Boerse

• Diameter Capital

• Discern Financial Services

• Dow Jones

• Dun & Bradstreet

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

• DZH/Great Wisdom

• Ernst & Young

• Espirito Santo Investment Bank

• Eton Park Capital Management

• Euronext NV

• European Central Bank (ECB)

• Evercore

• Exegy

• FactSet Information Systems

• Fi360

• Fir Tree Partners

• First State Investment  Advisors

• Fitch

• Franchise Partners

• Francisco Partners

• FSWire

• Gartner

• GMT Capital

• Gorkana

• Google

• Goldman Sachs

• Greenwich Associates

• Gulf Capital

• GTCR

• Hearst

• IBIS Capital Partners

• IEX

• IHS Markit

• INET BFA

• Info4c

• Infomedia

• Innodata

• ICE P&A + D (ICEID)

• IPC Information Systems

• iQ media

• IRESS

• iSentia

• JPMorgan

• Jeffries

• Kantar Media

• KKR

• KPMG

• Lazard

• Lehman Brothers

• LEK Consulting

• LexisNexis

• London Stock Exchange

• Lone Pine Capital

• M. Klein and Company

• Market Access

• Market News International

• Maverick Capital

• McGraw-Hill

• McGregor BFA

• McKinsey & Company

• Medialogia

• Meltwater

• Morgan Stanley

• Morgans Financial

• Morningstar

• MSCI

• Mubasher

• MyNewsDesk

• NASDAQ OMX

• Navarik

• NBC Universal

• News Corporation

• Nomura

• NSE India

• NYSE

• Oliver Wyman

• Options Industry Council (OIC)

• OTC Markets

• Paprico

• Paros Capital

• Platts

• Pacific Equity Partners

• Park Square Captial

• Parthenon Group

• Point Carbon

• Precise Media

• Prenax

• Pressreader

• PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)

• Prime Research

• Quandrant.io

• Quick

• RBC

• Regulatory DataCorp

• ResponseSource

• Rimes

• RMP Media Analysis

• RBS

• S&P Global

• Sanborn Consulting

• Sansar Capital

• Signal Media

• Societe Generale Group (SocGen)

• Standard & Poor’s

• State Council Information Office, China (SCIO)

• SIX Financial Information

• State Street

• Steadfast Financial

• Strategy&

• Summit Partners

• Sumscope

• SunGard

• Taxware

• Themarkets.com

• The New York Times

• The Northern Trust

• Thomson Reuters

• TMX Group

• Tsinghua University 

• TrendKite

• TP ICAP

• UBS

• VantagePoint Venture Partners

• Vista Equity Partners 

• Vuelio

• vwd

• Warburg Pincus

• Wipro

• WPP

• Xignite

• Zignal Labs

• Dozens of private equity, investment & consulting 

firms from around the world, who have chosen to 

remain anonymous
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• Burton-Taylor’s Hourglass AnalysisTM is a customizable consulting approach that helps 

companies clearly target opportunities, define strategy, and plan actions to maximize 

growth.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting
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Sector Research

Find your new customers

Finding new opportunities offering the

highest return and lowest underlying

risk is never easy. B-T excels at

enabling companies to target

opportunities directly and confidently.

Customer Research

BU/Company Strategy

Shape your new strategy

Charting how, when and where to

invest, to generate maximum value

and capitalize on the most profitable

options, is like navigating a maze. B-T

helps companies map the most direct

paths to significant growth
Service/Product Strategy

Sales Plans

Capture your new revenue

Crafting compelling messages and

defining actions that result in shorter

sales cycles can be a challenge. B-T

are skilled din helping companies build

plans that quickly and profitably

capture new revenue.
Marketing Plans
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• Available Burton-Taylor industry coverage: 
• Anti-Money Laundering (AML)/Know-Your-Customer (KYC) Market Data/Information Industry

› Burton-Taylor delivers the industry’s only comprehensive analyses of the Anti-Money Laundering 

(AML)/Know-Your-Customer (KYC) data/information industry.  View All AML/KYC Reports or 

Download Sample Slides and the Information Kits

• Exchange Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of global exchange market share, demand 

segmentation and vendor demographics.  View All Exchange Reports or Download Sample Slides and 

the Information Kits

• Financial Market Data/Analysis Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of market data supplier share, demand segmentation, 

vendor demographics, product segmentation, user segmentation and institutional buyer 

segmentation. View All Financial Market Data/Analysis Reports or Download Sample Slides and the 

Information Kits

• Media Intelligence and Public Relations Information & Software Industry
› Burton-Taylor delivers comprehensive analyses of media intelligence and public relations information 

& software supplier share, demand segmentation, vendor demographics and product buyer’s guides.  

View All Media Intelligence/PR Reports or Download Sample Slides and the Information Kits

• For a list of all available Burton-Taylor reports, please visit the Research area of Burton-

Taylor.com.

Burton-Taylor International Consulting

https://burton-taylor.com/aml-kycreporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/exchangereporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/financialreporthome/
https://burton-taylor.com/mediaprreporthome/
http://www.burton-taylor.com/consulting/research-full.html

